Introduction
Herbig Ae stars are the higher mass analogs of classical T Tauri stars, and resemble them both in their circumstellar disk properties, and in the presence of accretion-related phenomena. Recent studies also suggest that they have magnetic fields (Alecian et a1. 2008 : Hubrig et a1. 2009 : vVade et a1. 2007 . For T Tauri stars, the magnetic field and its geometry affect how and where the disk couples to the star and are thought to be crucial in launching bipolar outflows. The presence of kGauss magnetic fields in T Tauri stars has permitted tomographic studies of the magnetic field geometry and mapping of the accretion footprint, with indications that the field components and latitude of the accretion footprint on the star differ with the mass of the protostar (Donati et a1. 2008, 20(9) . In other cases, long-duration X-ray observations, spanning the stellar rotation period, have been used to constrain the footprint location (e.g. DG Tau A, Giidel et a1. 2007; Grosso et a1. 2007 ) to high latitude. In addition to mapping the location of the X-ray emitting regions, photoelectric absorption by gas in these same accretion funnels is thought to produce the depressed X-ray fluxes of classical T Tauri stars compared to weak-line T Tauri stars (Gregory et a1. 2(07) .
Herbig Ae stars are also X-ray sources (Hamaguchi, et a1. 2005; Swartz et a1. 2005; Skinner et a1. 2004; Stelzer et a1. 2009 : Giinther & Schmitt 2009 Testa et a1. 2008; Teleschi et a1. 2008) , although lacking the hard, flaring, coronal component typical of T Tauri stars. Together with a several orders of magnitude drop in Lx at the end of accretion (Stelzer et a1. 2006) , the data for early to mid-A Herbig Ae stars suggest that, absent low-mass stellar companions, X-ray emission is produced in the accretion shock, and thus should be in close spatial proximity to the accretion footprint on the stellar photosphere. Constraining the location of the X-ray emitting region on a Herbig Ae star can allow us to establish the extent to \\'hich the accreting plasma is channeled by the stellar magnetic field, as seen for classical T Tauri stars. However, mapping the latitude range of the X-ray emitting plasma on PJ\IS stars requires knowledge of the viewing geometry, in tandem with good measures of extinction and measured gas absorption columns toward the star. For intermediate-mass stars, the viewing geometry can be provided either by millimeter interferometry or by high contrast coronagraphic: imaging, \vhile gas absorption columns are best established for lightly reddened, comparatively nearby stars with FUV spectra.
One :mch star with the disk. X-ray and FUV spectroscopy is J\I\VC 480 (HD 31648. A3psh3+, 7.90. V=7.73 . .1=6.865. H=6.262 Herbig Ae star which was first to be imaged at millimeter \\'avelengths ( J\Iannings. Koerner & 1997) , and which subsequently been the object of detailed disk chemistry studies (Simon et al. 2000; Pi6tu et al. 2007) . The star has also been extensively studied in the IR (Meens et al. 2001 : Sitko et al. 2008 ), optical (Kozlova et al. 2007; Beskrovnaya & Pogodin 2004) , and in the UV (Sitko et al. 1981) .
Recent, pan-chromatic studies of P~IS stars have demonstrated the potential to view the disk and star as a system, and to provide insight into the larger-scale environment of the disk and star. X-ray data allow us to not only measure Lx and the spectrum of the star, but are sensitive to absorption by gas and dust grains up to lOf1m in size, providing a probe of material in the line of sight and, for favorable inclinations, the disk (Arraki et al. 2010) . FUV spectra for Herbig Ae stars are dominated by emission from the accretion shock, and from lines associated both with accreting material, and in some cases stellar activity. Absorption in transitions of H2 and H I seen against this emission spectrum constrains the gas column toward the emission-line region. The circumstellar disk can most directly be probed at longer wavelengths. Coronagraphic imagery traces where dust in the disk can scatter light from the star, constraining the size, inclination and vertical geometry of the dust disk. In tandem with gas data, such imagery can probe whether gas and dust in the disk are well-mixed, as well as providing critical data needed to constrain models of the disk based on the IR spectral energy distribution. For disks with well-established inclinations, we can establish whether the line-of-sight gas and dust measures are dominated by absorption or extinction within the disk exterior to the dust sublimation radius, are restricted to regions interior to the dust sublimation radius, or are dominated by more distant, foreground material. Optical narrow-band imagery can establish the presence, spatial extent, and geometry of mass loss via a stellar jet. Such studies provide a more comprehensive view of the disk and star than is available through single-technique or wavelength observations. \Ve present such a panchromatic investigation of MvVC 480 to test the hypothesis that the latitude range for the accretion footprint onto ~fWC 480, and other Herbig Ae stars, is similar to that of classical T Tauri stars.
Observations and Data Reduction
As part of our pan-chromatic investigation, we present ne-w Chandra X-ray data, FUSE FUV spectroscopy, optical Goddard Fabry-Perot, and narrow band , optical through mid-IR spectroscopy of i\I\VC 480. together with a re-analysis of archival HST coronagraphic of the star. A cross-correlation between the 2MASS catalog and the ACIS-S data yielded 4 sources in common within 220/1 of MWC 480's nominal position, with a mean offset between the 2MASS frame and the ACIS data of -0.3942" in declination, consistent with the pointing accuracy of Chandra. Fig. la shows the central 5'x5' ACIS field.
X-ray events were extracted within 2" of M\VC 480. This radius includes more than 95% of the total point source flux. The background, measured in an annulus about MWC 480 with 20" outer and 4.46" inner radii was 5.0 x 10-3 counts arcsec-2 in 9.8 ks with no evidence for any localized enhancements. As a result, we did not subtract background. No significant light variation was observed during the 3.33 hour integration. We generated response matrices and auxiliary files using acisspec. MWC 480 was detected, but was unexpectedly faint, yielding only 150 counts. The spectrum shows a low energy cut-off, suggesting significant soft X-ray absorption. Above 0.7 keY, the X-ray spectrum is typical of accreting Herbig Ae stars such as HD 163296 (Swartz et al. 2005; Gunther & Schmitt 2009 ), but at a lower flux. vVe fit the spectrum binned with 20 photon counts/bin by an absorbed IT thin-thermal plasma (wabs*apec) model with the elemental abundances fixed at 0.3 solar. The plasma temperature and hydrogen column were 0.47 (0.29-0.60 ) keY and 5.2 (3.3-7. 2) Xl0 21 cm-2 , respectively. with ~X2=1.77 
The spectrum is shown in figure 1 b.
CII andra A CA Photometry
In addition to the X-ray telescope, Chandra is equipped vvith the Aspect Camera Assembly which is llsed in identification tracking. and can used for broadband optical photometry. ?\fVrC 480 itself was not used as a guide star. since were suitable guide stars farther from intersection of the camera CCD chip boundaries at the center of the field of view. However, l\fWC 480 was used as an optical acquisition star to confirm spacecraft attitude, and was tracked for a few readouts immediately before the X-ray observation. The aspect camera recorded the target with an aspect camera magnitude of 8.0, which can be converted to more conventional filter photometry using the relation 2
from the Chandra Proposers' Observatory Guide. Using the B-V color listed on SIl\IBAD, the star was at V rv7. 76 at the time of the ACIS-S observation, consistent with both the photometry of Beskrovnaya & Pogo din (2004), and the value tabulated on SIMBAD.
FUSE FUV Spectra
l\fWC480 was observed 3 times in 2004, on March 5 (D0650101), October 22 (D0650102), and October 24 (E5100101), by the Far-Ultraviolet Spectrographic Explorer (FUSE) using the 30"x30" LWRS aperture under GI programs D065 and E51O. FUSE consisted of 4 coaligned spectroscopic channels with independent telescopes, reflection gratings, and choice of entrance aperture (Moos et al. 2000) . The spectral data were processed with the CalFUSE 3.0.7 pipeline (Dixon et a1. 2007) , and subsequently handled as described in Collins et al. (2009) . Table 2 lists the effective exposure times in each of the spectroscopic channels for each of the FUSE observations. Data for segments SiC2A and SiC2B for D0650101 were excluded due to anomalously high background.
MWC 480 has a faint continuum which can be traced from 1000-1186 A, together with emission in C III (977 A (marginal detection) and 1176 A), 0 VI (1032 A and 1038 A), as well as faint Fe II emission near 1120 A, and the expected airglow lines due to FUSE's low-Earth orbit ( fig. 2a ). The continuum is detected in all 3 observations, with no significant variation. After co-adding the mean continuum flux at 1160 A is rv9x10-14 erg cm-2 S-1 A -1, consistent with the deepest of the short \vavelength International Ultraviolet Explorer (IlJE) observations. S\YP 43428. The Fe II emission shows no significant variation from observation to observation. l\finor variation is found for the C III lines, \vhile the 0 VI doublet varies by a factor of 2 in flux ( fig. 2b) . Superposed on the 0 VI emission is absorption from H2 ( fig. , as is typical of Herbig Ae spectra (l\Iartin-Zaldi et al. 2008 . The KICl\IOS FlIOW data were obtained prior to an HST secondary mirror movement, with PSF data obtained afterward, precluding subtraction of contemporary PSF template data and will not be further discussed. 2.3.1. NICMOS 1.6pm NICMOS coronagraphic images of MWC 480 obtained on 24 Feb 1998 (HST-GO-7857, A.-M. Lagrange, PI) were re-reduced, calibrated, and processed following the methods described in Schneider, Silvertone, and Hines (2005) . Eleven SAMP-SEQ=STEP8, NSAIVIP=10 (39.95s integration) multiaccum exposures using the F160W filter were obtained with the target centered behind the coronagraphic obscuration. The star was observed at only one spacecraft orientation. A second star, HD 29646 (H-K=0.021), was contemporaneously observed, intended in the original program to be used as a PSF subtraction template.
Detection of a disk in scattered light typically relies not just on the obscuration of the central star, but depends critically upon subtraction of a template PSF observation to remove the bulk of the stellar diffracted and instrumentally scattered light (Grady et a1. 2007 ). For NICMOS. the practice has been to make use of observations of PSF template stars which are as bright or brighter than the science target, to ensure similar exposure of the wings of the PSF, with data taken within the same HST cycle to ensure that the optical elements of the NICMOS coronagraph have similar alignment in the devl'ar. and that the HST focus is similar, The NIC:0.10S filters most frequently used for coronagraphic imagery have 25% bandpasses, which can result in significant PSF shape differences between the science target and and PSF template. unless both stars are dose in J-H or H-K. Such color effects are particularly important if the disk is faint in scattered light. Optimally, the science target and the PSF template observation star should have J -HlandlH -KI <0.3 . .\I\VC (J-H=0.603, H- K=0.735 ) is redder in the NIR than any unreddened .\Iain Sequence star, and redder than HD 29646. thus for the nOll-detection reported by (2001). Fortunately, :0r1C::\IOS a number of :\Iain Sequence M stars in HST 7 as part of program HST-GTO-7227. Four the 34 :\1 stars in program are as bright or brighter than :\I\VC480 in the F160W bancL enabling them to be PSF templates: GL 693, GL 905, GL 445, and GL 729. As PSF subtraction templates for ~IWC 480, three are disqualified. GL 792 is in a dense stellar field, GL 445 is ill-matched in HST focus or "breathing" phase, and a differential "cold mask shift" in the GL 905 data with respect to M\VC 480 is substantial. The remaining star, GL 693 (H=6.297, J-H=0.558, H-K=0.28) appears well matched in breathing phase and cold mask location, and was observed in two visits at different spacecraft roll (celestial orientation) angles.
An estimate of the MWC 480/GL 693 photospheric flux density ratio in F160\V was derived from the corongraphic data by adjusting the intensity in the GL 693 subtracted image to simultaneously null (bring to to zero) the flux density of the PSF subtracted images (treating the two visits, V59 and V60, separately) and minimize the variance in the region beyond where any disk flux contribution is seen. The region chosen for minimizing the variance was empirically selected to be 1.5/1 ::;r::;3/1. vVe found that the scale factor applied to the GL 693 data to best null the underlying stellar PSF of MWC 480 was 0.860. Both subtractions show mid-spatial frequency residuals due to color mis-matches, and due to changes in HST focus, especially the "eleven-thirty finger" and a zonal under-subtraction at r"'-'13 pixels (0.975"), which is worse in the GL693 Visit 60 images. These systematics, and to a lesser extent the uncertainty in the flux scaling, systematically limit the efficacy of absolute photometric measures derived from these images.
The 10-uncertainty in the MWC 480:PSF flux scaling by this method is ::;2%. To understand the resulting uncertainty in the derived radial profiles, images made with under/over subtractions deviating by this amount in PSF scaling (scale factors of 0.88 and 0.84) were created and radial profiles measured. However, the effects while measurable do not dominate over the uncertainties resulting from the higher spatial frequency residuals arising from breathing and color effects. The two independent PSF subtracted images were median-combined and the result is shown oriented on the sky in figure 3a . A fit to the azimuthally averaged radial surface brightness profile is shown in figure 3b. (Table 4) The instrument, the use of the coronagraphic wedge to facilitate detection of jets associated with Herbig Ae stars, and data reduction for the jet imagery is described 1Il \'\1assell et a1 . (2006) . At Ha, nebulosity is detected along PA=57/237° ( fig. 6a ).
STIS Comnagraphic Imagery

Goddard Fabry-Perot Narrow-Band Imaging
Optical Long-Slit Spectroscopy
A confirming long-slit optical spectrum of 1\1\'\1C 480 with the slit aligned along PA=57° was obtained on 2007 February 11 at the Apache Point Observatory 3.5m telescope using the Dual Imaging Spectrograph (Grady et a1. 2007) . MvVC 480 was observed with a 1.2" slit and imperfectly centered under a 2" wide occulting bar. The spectrum covers 6340-7450
A with a resolution of 50 km S~l. The slit covers a region ±2.5' from the star with sampling of 0.4" per pixel. Seeing was ~0.8-1.0" during the observation, \vith cirrus. A portion of the red spectrum is shown in fig. 6b . 
Wide-Field Narrow-Band Imaging
Optical Low-Resolution Spectroscopy
To verify the emission-line nature of the features detected in the narrow-band imaging, low-resolution spectroscopy was performed in February 2002 using the Nasmyth spectrograph of the 2-m telescope of the Thiiringer Landessternwarte equipped with a 2800 x800 pixel SITe CCD. The V200 grism was used, yielding spectral resolutions of R'"'-'600 and rv300 for the selected slit widths of 2/1 and 3/1, respectively. The total integration time per object is 2400 s. 
Near-IR Photometry
On the same night that spectra of M\VC 480 \vere obtained with SpeX, images in the J, H, and K filters of the SpeX guider camera ("Guidedog") were obtained. This uses the l\Iauna Kea filter set described by Simons & Tokunaga (2002) Photometric data in the J, H, K, and L bands were also obtained using the the 1.3 m telescope of the Kitt Peak National Obseravtory. These observations are described more fully by Sitko et al. (2008) .
2.9. SpeX 1-5 f.Lm Spectroscopy
.MWC 480 was observed as part of a long-duration study of IR spectral energy distribution (SED) and accretion diagnostic variability using the SpeX spectrograph at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility from 2006 through the end of 2009. This study builds on an earlier compilation of IR data from many instruments and facilities which demonstrated significant temporal variation in the IR SED of M\VC 480 (Sitko et al. 2008 ). The SpeX observations were made using the cross-dispersed echelle gratings in both short-wavelength mode (SXD) covering 0.8-2.4 ILm and long-wavelength mode (LXD) covering 2.3-5.4 f.Lm (Rayner et al. 2003 ). These observations were obtained using a 0.8"wide slit, corrected for telluric extinction and flux calibrated against the AOV star HD 31069. The data were reduced using the Spextool software (Vacca et al. 2003 : Cushing et al. 2004 ) running under IDL. Due to variable light throughput in the SXD observations of both stars, the overall flux levels were normalized to the LXD observations.
To check for any systematic zero-point shift in the absolute flux scale, we also observed both stars using the low dispersion prism in SpeX, using a slit that was 3.0" wide. The stars were observed at airmasses of 1.05 (MvVC 480) and 1.10 (HD 31069), respectively. To avoid saturation of the detector and minimizing arc line blends, the flat-field and wavelength calibration exposures required a narrower slit, and the 0.8/1 slit was used. For clarity. we did not remove the effect of the telluric absorption features from the prism observations. No vertical shifts have been applied to either spectrum, and the two agree to within 5% over the wavelength range in common, suggesting that the echelle spectrum is probably too low by this amount.
Mid-IR High Resolution Spectroscopy
To represent one of the brightness states of ::\!\VC 480, we include spectra obtained with the Short \Vavelength Spectrograph of the InJmred Observatory (ISO). These consist of individual spectral scans in a number of orders that require This can introduce uncertainties in absolute flux leveb, particularly the signal is \yeak. Here \\'e used a normalization from 4-7 pm is slightly lower than that of Sloan et al. (2003) , and represents the spectral shape of ?\J\iVC 480 more reliably, based on comparison with other data sets.
Mid-IR Medium Resolution Spectrophotometry
MvVC 480 was observed with The Aerospace Corporation's Broad-band Array Spectrograph System (BASS) on numerous nights between 1996 and 2006 (Sitko et al. 2(08) . BASS uses a cold beamsplitter to separate the light into two separate wavelength regimes. The short-wavelength beam includes light from 2.9-6 lIm, while the long-wavelength beam covers 6-13.5 pm. Each beam is dispersed onto a 58-element Blocked Impurity Band (BIB) linear array, thus allowing for simultaneous coverage of the spectrum from 2.9-13.5 pm. The spectral resolution R AI6.A is wavelength-dependent, ranging from about 30 to 125 over each of the two wavelength regions (Hackwell et al. 1990 ). Our ACIS-S exposure was sufficiently long to marginally detect any wide substellar companions similar to T\VA 5B (Tsuboi et al. 2003) or more X-ray luminous objects at S/N;:::2 .. 5. \Veak-line T Tauri stellar companions dmvn to ?\I5 would produce ;:::100 counts, and would be easily resolved from Herbig Ae star at r;:::0.5". No such objects are seen. , such companions would harder X-ray spectra observed for :\I\VC 480 Collins et 2009). Early:\1 stars \vonId dominate X-ray luminosity the we can exclude late-type companions earlier than :\12-:\13 at any angular separation from the Herbig Ae primary in this system. The data are consistent \vith :\1WC 480 being a single star with no co-moving late type companions.
Results
Modeling of the
Accretion Rate for MWC 480
It is difficult to measure the accretion rate of Herbig Ae/Be stars in the optical and NIR due to low contrast between the stellar photosphere and the accretion shock. Muzerolle et al. (1998) showed that the logarithm of the luminosity of Br ~( is linearly proportional to the log of the accretion luminosity. Calvet et al. (2004) found a similar, but slightly flatter relationship for intermediate mass T Tauri stars (the precursors of Herbig Ae/Be stars). ~While it is tempting to adopt this relationship for Herbig Ae/Be stars, Brittain et al. (2007) summarize several concerns with blindly extrapolating this relationship to earlier spectral type stars. An independent measure of the stellar accretion rate of Herbig Ae/Be stars is the measurement of the veiling of the Balmer Discontinuity (Garrison 1978; Muzerolle et al. 2004 ). The Balmer Discontinuity is a sharp decrease in the continuum flux of the stellar photosphere at about 4000 A.and is particularly prominent for spectral class A and B stars. This sharp decrease is due to the "bunching up" of several absorption lines (mostly hydrogen). Garrison(1978) found that the Balmer Discontinuity for Herbig Ae/Be stars is generally less than that found for Main Sequence A and B stars. He proposed that the luminosity from mass accretion veils the Balmer Discontinuity, causing it to be smaller for Herbig Ae/Be stars. Muzerolle et al. (2004) , assuming magneto-accretion, modeled the veiling of the Balmer Discontinuity for different accretion rates.
Optical and NIR Estimates of Mace
Donehew & Brittain (2010) measured the luminosity of Br ~! and the mass accretion rate from the veiling of the Balmer break for 36 Herbig Ae/Be stars including ~1\VC 480. They found that Herbig Ae/Be stars of spectral type A2e and later these properties followed a similar trend to that presented by Muzerolle et al. (1998) and Calvet et al. (2004) ,
This is somewhat flatter than the trend found for cTTs (slope=1. 26±0.19 
FUV E:Ecess Light
The X-ray detection of a single, early to mid-A Herbig Ae star, with Lx rv10 29 erg S-l, in and of itself demonstrates that the star continues to accrete material from the disk since non-accreting stars in this spectral type range are X-ray dark (e.g. HD 141569 A, Stelzer et a1. 2006) . Independent confirmation of on-going accretion is provided by detection of a FUV or UV excess light continuum. The FUV spectrum of ::\HVC 480 has a faint continuum which drops by a factor of rv3 in flux from 1160 A down to 1100 A in all 3 FUSE observations, much more gradually than expected for stellar photospheres in the A1-A5V range. In the deepest of the FUSE spectra, this continuum can be traced to 1000 A. We next compared the MWC 480 data to Main Sequence standard stars which were scaled to MWC 480's V magnitude and reddened using the Sasseen et a1. (2002) extinction law. For A2V (HD 102647, observation id=A0410202000), we expect a flux at 1160 A of rv4.7x10-16 erg cm-2 S-l A -1, below the FUSE detection limit of 10-15 erg cm-2 S-l A -1, and well below MWC 480's measured flux. The situation is worse for any A3V and A5V stars (figure 2a) in the FUSE archive, indicating that MWC 480 exhibits an excess light continuum similar to that seen for other, actively accreting Herbig Ae stars.
We can quantify the accretion rate by comparing this excess to other Herbig Ae stars of similar spectral type. The closest match in spectral type in the FUSE archives is to HD 163296. After dereddening the MWC 480 data and scaling to the distance of HD 163296, we find a continuum flux at 1160 Arv2xlO-14 erg cm-2 S-l A -1, or 44% of HD 163296's flux. HD 163296 has a FUV continuum which has historically varied by a factor of rv2 over the ",20 years spanned by UV observations. This variability introduces some uncertainty into which continuum level corresponds to the Br"( accretion rate in Garcia Lopez et al. (2006) for HD 163296. However, adopting the Garcia Lopez et a1. (2006) accretion rate, we derive J\lacc rv3.8x 10-8 1\12 yr-1 for M\VC 480. This is within a factor of 2 of the Bri data, suggesting that as for HD 163296, the accretion rate onto ::\I\VC 480 varies by a factor of a few.
3.3.
MvVC 480 . 6b ), and shows that the counterjet terminates in a large bowshock, where the flmv abruptly decelerates by 200 km S-1 over 4.6/1. The counterjet is brighter in the optical than the jet HH knots. This does not appear to be due to an extinction gradient in the field of ~fWC 480, but may reflect an outlfow asymmetry, similar to that seen for other jet-driving P~!IS stars. The counterjet termination bowshock is also seen in the wide-field Tautenburg imagery in Het and [S II] (knot 2), in addition to other, more distant Herbig-Haro knots: the full flow extends over 19' (fig. 7) , constituting a parsecscale outflow. The distant knots ( Fig. 8 ) have low-excitation spectra typical of Herbig-Haro Objects (HHOs). Radial velocity data for the knots are listed in Table 5 . After correction for vLsR=5.1 km S-l (Mannings, Koerner, & Sargent 1997), all of the southwestern knots are red-shifted relative to the star, while the NE knot is blue-shifted, consistent with the jet. The flow is now cataloged as HH 728. -66±89 mas yr-1 , corresponding to a tangential velocity of 175±37kms-1 at the distance of 131 pc. For this knot we derive an inclination of 45±6° at Het and 37±7.5° using the S II radial velocity data. Both measurements are consistent at the 10" level with the disk inclination from the millimeter (Pietu et a1. 2007 ), indicating that the outflow is orthogonal to the disk.
Proper Motion of Knots and Outflow Inclination
Constraining the Disk Outer Radius in the Optical
The HH 728 counterjet can be traced in to 2.2±0.05/1 from i\I\VC 480 . Since the counterjet becomes visible \vhen it emerges from behind the protoplanetary disk. this distance provides a firm upper limit to the disk size in optical. For i=37 (Pietu et al. 2007 ), after deprojection. we a disk outer radius ::;360 AU. than the resolved the disk in the millimeter continuum (Pietu et a1. 2(06) . but smaller than the CO disk (Simon et a1. 2000 : Pietn et a1. 20 (7). Hmvever, apparently values of the disk outer radius derived in these CO studies may stem from the uncertain nature of the disk surface density distribution of the outer disk where the simple extrapolation of a single power-law is unlikely to apply. As discussed by Hughes et al. (2008) , models vvith the tapered outer edges expected for accretion disks provide a better match to resolved millimeter CO and dust emission data from disks, including :MWC 480, due to the steeper fall-off at large radii, far from the star.
Upper Limit to Jet X-ray Luminosity
X-ray emission arising from bipolar jets has previously been reported for classical T Tami stars and for the Herbig Ae star HD 163296 (Swartz et al. 2005) . No extended X-ray emission is detected along the position angle of the optical jet within 5/1 of M\¥C 480. The Herbig Ae star HD 163296 is one of the few Herbig Ae stars with an X-ray detected jet (Swartz et al. 2005) . HH 409 A from that star produced 4-6 counts in a 22 ksec Chandra A1S image. At the distance of l\lWC 480, this corresponds to 1.8-2.7 counts in our shorter integration, neglecting foreground photoelectric absorption. This is well above the background level seen in the AC1S image, indicating that the luminosity of any X-ray jet from MvVC 480 is ::=:: 2-3x below that of HD 163296, consistent with the ratio of the accretion luminosities and the optical jet luminosity ratio, despite the different epochs for the accretion data and the coronagraphic imagery.
Photoelectric Absorption and Extinction Toward MWC 480
The measured photoelectric absorption toward MWC 480 of l'\x_ray(H)"'-'5.2x10 21 cm-2 corresponds to E(B-V) =0.73 for A4V, and arE' too blue for A5V. IUE resolution (Sitko et a1. 1981 ) lack the 2175 A dip which is characteristic of ISM-likE' extinction cun'es with E(B-V);::::O. pruviding a firm upper limit to foreground pxtillction. Further, Herbig Ae stars arE' faint FUV sources: even E(B-V)=0.fH48 and an ISJ\I-like extinction curve (Sasseen et al. 2002) would render a rnid-A Herbig Ae star undetectable by FUSE, in marked disagreement ,vith the successful detection of M\VC 480 three times in 2004.
An Upper Limit to N(H I)
A deep short-wavelength, low dispersion spectrum of M\VC 480 , S\VP 42438, was obtained on 1991 September 10 during the low radiation portion of the International Ultraviolet Explorer's (IUEj orbit, when the spacecraft was farthest from the Earth. The spectrum is saturated longward of 1720 A, but despite the long exposure duration, is not saturated at H I Lya (see fig. 9 ). Superposed on the image of the 1O"x20" rUE large aperture, is circumstellar emission due to MvVC 480. The FUV continuum flux near the short wavelength cutoff in IUE S\VP 42438 is comparable to the continuum flux seen by FUSE suggesting that SWP 42438 is representative of M\VC 480 in the UV. No high dispersion UV spectrum covering Lyman a with good SIN is available for 1IWC 480. However, given the presence of a type I P Cygni profile for Mg II in IUE LWP 18883 from 1990 September 20, we consider that the intrinsic Lya profile should closely resemble that of HD 163296 . For such an emission profile N(H I)~2x 10 20 cm~2 is sufficient to eliminate the observed emission, providing a conservative upper limit to N (H I) which we adopt for the remainder of this paper.
Molecular Gas Toward MWC 480
Superposed on the 0 VI emission in the FUSE spectra are absorption lines due to H 2 , similar to that seen in AB Aur (Roberge et al. 2001 ) and in other Herbig Ae stars (Martin-Za'idi et aI. 2008) . These absorption features produce only localized flux deficits against the 0 VI I032 A profile but produce significant absorption in the ,"icinity of the 1038 A profile. To reconstruct the intrinsic spectrum, we first adopt the observed continuum spectrum. To reconstruct the intrinsic 0 VI emission, ,ve note that the variable 0 VI 1032 A emission has typically tvYice the peak flux of the residual emission in 1038 A, allowing us to assume that the emission is optically thin. \Ve first fit the emission around 0 VI ),1032, interpolating across the narrow absorption from the ,1=3 and lines at 1031.2 and 1032.4 A, respectively and the HD ,1=0 line at 1031.9 A. Next we divided this profile by a 2 (indistinguishable at our from the correct ratio of 2.05 in the high-density regime based on the ratio of multiplicities, frequencies Einstein A-values, A. Roberge, private comm. 2009) shifted the wavelengths by the 0 VI doublet ratio to create a synthetic 0 VI 1038 emission profile. C II 1036.34, 1037.02 A emission is seen toward some late-A spectral type Herbig Ae stars, but is neglected in our fitting of the MWC 480 data, since we find no residual emission in the vicinity of the lines to allow us to reconstruct the intrinsic spectrum.
\Ve then used VPFIT (www.ast.cam.ac.uk/..-.rfc/vpfit.html) to fit first the H2 J 3,4
and HD J = 0 profiles at 1031-1032 A, fixing the radial velocity by J = 3 1031.2 A and requiring the other lines to be at the same radial velocity. We assumed a Doppler parameter of b 7 km S-l for H2 and b 5.7 krn S-l for HD assuming thermal broadening, which are typical empirical values resultant from H2 in the IS~1 at FUSE resolution (e. g. \Villiger et al. 2005 ). However, the results are insensitive to the exact Doppler parameters used.
The accuracy of the FUSE wavelength scale is discussed in Dixon et al. (2007) . For our purposes) it is sufficient to establish a local scale) enabling us to fit the H2 and HD lines consistently. Having established a radial velocity of 17 km S-l from the fits around the 0 VI 1032 emission line, we then fitted the absorption around 0 VI 1038, fixing both the radial velocity and Doppler parameter to be the same as for the H2 and HD absorption around 1032 A. This constrained column densities for the molecular hydrogen lines for J 0,1,2 at 1036.6) 1037.2 and 1038.7 A, respectively. Although the formal errors from the profile fitting are on the order of 0.1-0.2 dex (10"), we note that uncertainties in the emission profiles and velocity structure render the column densities uncertain by at least a few tenths of a dex, to be conservative. However, the bulk of the absorption is in the J=O through J=2 levels, resulting in N(H2)~1.4x1020 cm-2 , with trace amounts in the J=3 and 4 levels ( Table  6) . The total NH2 is similar to that seen toward AB Aur (Roberge et al. 2001 ) and HD 141569 A (Martin-ZaIdi et al. 2008) . Combining N(H2) and our limit on N(H I), we find N(H)=N(H I)+2N(H 2 )<4. 8±0 .4 x 10 20 cm-2 . This is a factor of 2::10 below NX-ray(H), but is entirely consistent with E(B-V) toward M\VC 480. The molecular fraction is >58%. higher than seen toward AB Aur (Roberge et al. 2001) . The ratio N (HD) /N (H 2 ) is consistent. within the errors, to expectations for the ISM (Snow et al. 2008) , favoring a molecular cloud origin for the bulk of the gas seen toward ~I\VC 480.
The Disk In Scattered Light
We robustly detect the dust disk ~I\VC 480 at F160W from the 0.3" inner working (39 of thp ::\IC\10S coronagraph to 0.8" (10.5 AU) 3a). The region over which \ve detect from ~I\VC 48()'s dust disk is both smaller than size limit provided the coullterjet detection, and the zone resolved \\"ith millimeter continuum interferometry (Pietu et 2006 ) . The ::\IR scattered-light data elongation in the -20·· E-W direction rather than along the system semi-major axis at PA=147/327° (Pietu et al. 2007 ). The F160W flux density of the disk from 0.3" < r < 0.8" is 18.1 mJy, at the faint end of the coronagraphically detected disks. Using our coronagraphic scale factor and the well-established H magnitude of GL 693, the scattering fraction for the fvIWC 480 disk at the epoch of the 1998 NICMOS observation is 0.437%. \Vhile the KIGMOS PSF-subtracted imagery suggests some azimuthal asymmetry in the scattered-light data, the small angular range over which the disk is detected, together with color-mismatch errors in our PSFsubtracted data preclude measurement except as a disk averages prior to deprojection. The azimuthally-averaged, but still projected, radial surface brightness profile is well-fit by an r-5 . 1 power law from 0.3" to 0.8/1 (39 AU-I05 AU) ( fig. 3b) . Given the color mis-match between NI\VC 480 and GL 693, the angular range over which we detect the disk and the disk surface brightness are likely both underestimated. Sitko et al. (2008) fit the IR SED of MWC 480 using the \Vhitney et al . (2003a,b,2004) Monte Carlo Radiative Transfer (W1ICRT) code. Adopting the inclination derived from millimeter imaging (Pietu et al. 2007 ) and a scattered-light disk outer radius of 2.2" (360 AU), they predict a disk radial surface brightness profile SBcx:r-3 \ at 1.6fLm. This radial surface brightness profile is close to the value expected for a disk viewed at grazing illumination (e.g. "geometrically flat" in the terminology of \Vhitney & Hartmann (1992)).
7.1. The Disk in Time
The detection of mid-IR photometric variability similar to HD 163296 prompted Sitko et al. (2008) to suggest that, like HD 163296 (\Visniewski et al. 2008) , the disk of MWC 480 might be variably illuminated, \vith scattered-light imagery showing apparently variable disk structure. The STIS disk marginal detection and the F160\V detection with their lack of correlation with scattering expectations, and from each other are both consistent with variable illumination of the outer disk. For a variably illuminated disk, enhanced shadowing is expected as the inner disk inflates in high accretion/IR excess states. while the outer disk i:s expected to be better illuminated in low accretion states. The 1998 NICMOS ob:servation \vas obtained within 3 days of an ISO S\VS spectrum which Sitko et al. (2008) showed corresponded to a low IR excess state 10). There are no contemporary IR data at the epoch of the STIS observation. The 2004 NICI\IOS observation wa:s obtained in a high IR excess state. Three months earlier, the star wa:s observed \vith BASS, and was also in a high IR exce:s:s :state. :so it i:s likely that 2004 October FUSE :spectra were abo obtained in a high accretion state.
S. 7.2. Disk Stratification
Settling of the dust toward the disk mid-plane is an expected consequence of dust grain growth, while gas disks are not expected to settle (Dullemond Ex Dominik 2004a, b ) , merely to disperse due to the effects of any wide-angle stellar wind, or to photo evaporate due to the EUV and FUV radiation field of the star. Thus, over time, protoplanetary disks are expected to become stratified, with the dust confined closer to the disk midplane than the gas (Brittain et al. 2007 ). The combination of gas data from the literature, the coronagraphic imagery and SED data for ~IWC 480 allow us to explore this effect. The 10±1.1 AU CO gas scale height at 100 AU (Piehl et al. 2007 ) corresponds to a disk opening half angle of 6°. vVe can place limits on the dust disk opening half angle by using the scale height for the inner rirIl of the dust disk at the dust sublimation radius of 0.3 AU for the SEDs discussed by Sitko et al. (2008) . For the high IR excess/accretion state (2004) SED, shadowing of the entire outer disk occurs for disk opening half angles ::;3.0°. The low IR excess/accretion SED, corresponding to the 1998 NICMOS data, places more stringent limits on shadowing of the dust disk: shadowing occurs for opening half angles ::;2.2°. HST coronagraphic nondetections of the outer disk would be expected in the high IR state if the dust disk scale height is ::;50% and in the low accretion state ::;37% of the gas scale height. The marginal disk detection in 1998 suggests that the dust disk does not extend much above the 2.20 half angle which would result in shadowing, providing a direct confirmation of the interpretation of the IR spectral energy distribution originally proposed by Meeus et al. (2001) . Moreover, the smaller vertical extent of the dust disk compared to the gas disk, and the small opening half angle for the gas disk indicate that the disk of MWC 480 is not only close to being geometrically flat. close to values expected for debris disks which are not dynamically stirred by larger bodies in the disk (Thebault 2009) \ but is stratified. 1Iost importantly for our purposes, such a geometrically flat disk should provide negligible extinction or foreground absorption toward the star at a viewing inclination of 37.5°. Collectively these data are consistent with the optical extinction, N(H2) and N(H I) measured at Lya arising from foreground interstellar material.
Discussion
Of the lightly reddened Herbig stars ~with moderate-quality CCD-resolution X-ray' spectra. ~I\VC 480 has lowest current accretion and mass loss rates. but the highest ]'\X (II). Line of measures of E(B-V). N(H I) and the bulk of this absorption of 37.5° due to \vhile the well-established viewing inclination both flatness and stratification of thE' disk exclude the bulk of the absorption occurring in the circumstellar disk at r;:::0.3 AU. The remaining option is for the absorption to arise interior to the dust sublimation radius. As noted by Giidel et al. (2007) . this region includes the basal portions of any jet component lauched from the star, any \vide-angle wind, and the zone where material accretes onto t he star.
Excluding Photoelectric Absorption from a Jet or Wind
Assuming that the mass loss via a jet or wind correlates with accretion (this has been independently shown for HD 163296, \\Tassell et al. 2006 ), we would expect expect photoelectric absorption from either a wide-angle wind or a jet to correlate with accretion rate or with FUV excess light. Our measurement of M\\TC 480's jet inclination and its agreement with the disk inclination demonstrates that the jet is oriented perpendicular to the disk. If this is typical of other Herbig Ae star outflows, then photoelectric absorption due to jets should be most directly observable at low inclinations. Both AB Aur and HD 104237 have larger FUV excess luminosities and higher accretion rates than MWC 480 (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006 : Donehew & Brittain 2010 . While the jet from AB Aur has yet to be firmly detected in imagery, the star drives an extremely strong stellar wind (Bouret et al. 1997) producing high velocity absorption seen in UV spectra. HD 104237 drives a bipolar jet, which has been imaged in Lya (Grady et al. 2004 ). Both stars have favorable inclinations, close to pole-on, for detection of wind and/or jet material, yet neither star has N (H)x -ray significantly elevated above optical or UV estimates of N(H). Similarly, higher inclination Herbig Ae stars such as HD 163296, also have N(H) consistent with (low) foreground extinction and N(H) ( fig. 11) . N(H) consistent with the line-of-sight dust column is also found for IRAS 04158+2805 (Glauser et al. 2008) . where the gas-to-dust ratio is within a factor of 2 of the value typically assumed for the ISl\l. Collectively these data exclude an association with mass loss for the elevated photoelectric absorption.
Association with Accreting Material
If winds and jets are not responsible for producing the level of absorption seen in the Chandra data for l\I\YC 480, the remaining location for producing -"x ray(H) =5.2 X10 21 cm-2 in a dust-free region is in association with material. For T Tauri stars funnelled accretion is typically considered DG Tan A. Giidel et 20(7) . and further discussed et (2007) to lower Lx for T Tauri stars compared to non-accreting \veak-line T Tauri stars. Further, for an accretion rate near 10-8 ~L" the accretion footprint should localized near photosphere (Robrade & Schmitt 2007) :
photoelectric abtiorption iti expected if the filling factor of the footprint iti at the low end of the range inferred for T Tauri titarti, near 0.01.
Geometry of the Accreting Material
Broad. and atiymn1etric emititiion profileti are characterititic of accreting T Tauri titan; and have been more recently utied to indicate the pretience of accretion onto brown dwarfs ( J ayawardhana et al. 2003; rdohanty et al. 2003 rdohanty et al. : Reinerti 2009 . Accreting platima is believed to be progretitiively tihocked ati it approacheti the titellar surface. Thus, high ionization specieti, tiuch as 0 VI (T'""'-'300,000K) map platima as close in temperature as potitiible to the material producing X-ray emititiion for ~!IWC 480 and other Herbig Ae starti, and thus offer the betit probe of where the accretion footprint is on the stellar disk. Accretion which is preferentially confined to the ditik mid-plane should produce emission profiles tiimilar to, but broader than emitision from specieti originating farther out in the ditik (e.g. CO, Blake & Boogert 2004) , with F\VHM reflecting the titellar v sin i. Such emitision would produce narrow emititiion profiles at low inclination, broadening at intermediate inclination, and then becoming double-peaked at high inclination, as tieen in the CO data. For MWC 480, the o VI emission should resemble the cuspy 0 VI profile of Altair (Redfield et al. 2002) , but with a smaller F\VHM and separation between the emission peaks. Thiti iti not seen in the 3 FUSE spectra of MWC 480. For Altair, the X-ray emission is also confined to low stellar latitudeti (Robrade & Schmitt 2009) , with a pronounced rotational modulation. The MWC 480 Chandra obtiervation is much shorter than the Altair observation, but lacks any indication of variability. The FUSE data do demontitrate variation on timescales as tihort ati l.7 dayti, while the data integrated over the individual FUSE orbits suggest a marginal detection of 50% light variations on timeticales ati tihort as 0.6 days, but not the pretience of a distinct ecliptie. Thetie data, however, are too tipartie for tomographic studies: longer duration observations are required to etitablitih or exclude rotational modulation. The FUSE archival datatiet for Herbig Ae titars however. include a number of titarti with well-measured inclinations and can be used in aggregate to contitrain the location of the accretion footprint for these stars ati a group.
The vitiibility of broad (optical) emititiioll profileti over a \vide range in tiystem inclination hati been utied to indicate that the accretion footprints on clatisical T Tauri starti are located at ;'high" latitude (Hartigan et al. 1995 : Fischer et al. 2008 ). Broad 0 VI emission profileti are found in the Herbig Ae stars viewed at inclinatiom spanning 18::; i ::;65 0 10). At higher inclinations HD 142666) circUImtellar H2 absorption becometi tiufficiently that. while 0 VI can detected, the emistiion profile cannot be ····24 reconstructed. FUV excess light detections are firmly established for i=18 C (HD 104237 A) through 50° (HD 163296). The FUSE Herbig Ae stars show no correlation between 0 VI profile shape, FWHl\I and system inclination ( fig. 11) . The FUSE data, therefore, exclude confinement of the 0 VI emission close to the plane of the disk not only for MWC 480, but for the low-extinction Herbig Ae stars as a group.
The routine detectability of 0 VI emission in l\I\VC 480, and other actively accreting Herbig Ae stars further suggest that the bulk of the 0 VI emitting region cannot be confined to a gemnetrically small spot at latitudes where the portions of the photosphere are occulted by stellar rotation, since we would have expected to have at least one non-detection among the FUSE observations. The FUSE data, however, are sufficiently sparse that we cannot distinguish between emission in a ring at moderate latitudes or an accretion spot with some fraction of its surface (say, 50% for l\I\VC 480) extending into latitudes which are always visible (for l\lWC 480 ~53°). The photoelectric absorption data exclude the accretion footprint lying at exclusively polar latitudes, since the elevated absorption would be preferentially detected in low inclination systems such as AB Aur and HD 104237, rather than in the intermediate-inclination M\VC 480. The combination of the FUV and X-ray data for MWC 480 and other Herbig Ae stars favor the accretion footprint lying at high temperate latitudes on the star, as has recently been found for some classical T Tauri stars (Giidel et al. 2007 ). Future, coordinated X-ray and FUV synoptic studies could more precisely localize the emission, and distinguish between spot(s) and an accretion ring, placing constraints on the magnetic field geometry for the star (Romanova et al. 2009 ).
Constraining the Magnetic Field
However, independent of the exact geometry of the accretion footprint, lifting the accreting material from the disk midplane to moderate to high latitudes near the stellar photosphere requires coupling between the accreting plasma and a stellar magnetic field. For classical T Tauri stars, the field component with accretion for classical T Tauri stars earlier than mid-\'1 in spectral type is a dipole component of the typically kGauss-strength, multipole field. Measured longitudinal field strengths for Herbig Ae stars similar to l\I\VC 480 are small: typically rv 100 G (\Vade et : Alecian et al. 2008 : Hubrig et ai. 2009 : \Vade et aI. 2009 
The truncation radius depends upon the average surface magnetic field strength B. in units of kG, the mass accretion rate ~I in units of 1O-8 M::; yr-1 , 1\1 is the stellar mass in units of 0.5Mc:, and R is the stellar radius in units of 2R;, following Bouvier et al. (2007) . Our accretion rate estimates range from 6x10-8 to 1.2x10-7 M,) yC 1 : for this calculation we adopt 9±3x10-8 1\1;:; yr-1 . vVe further assume that the CO emission extends in to the truncation radius. Blake & Boogert (2004) find a HWZI for the CO fundamental emission at 100±10 km/s, which corresponds to 0.07+/-.03 AU. This implies that the average surface field strength is Bavg=3~~kG. This is a large range, but is comparable to field strengths reported for classical T Tauri stars (Valenti & Johns-Krull 2004 ,e.g. 1-6 kG with an average of 2.2 kG), and would clearly be sufficient to enable accretion processes closely resembling those operating on classical T Tauri stars. With an estimated age of 7 Myr (Simon et al. 2000) , the data for MvVC 480 suggest that such fields can remain significant for much of the first 10 Myr of an intermediate-mass star's life. l\Ieasurement of a stronger longitudinal magnetic field for the lower accretion rate Herbig Ae star HD 139614 compared to MWC 480 further indicates that the end of accretion onto intermediate-mass PMS stars cannot be solely due to fading of the stellar magnetic field. Moreover, the continued presence of a gas-rich, but otherwise stratified disk in an older 1.7 ivl,,: Herbig Ae star suggest that the cumulative FUV and EUV radiation dose experienced by the disk over 7 Myr is insufficient to clear the inner disk via photo-evaporation, but may be responsible for the small CO scale height compared to disks around T Tauri stars. Additional processes, potentially including dynamical clearing by giant planet formation, must also be involved in disk clearing and the production of transitional disks among Herbig Ae stars. In the case of M\VC 480, however, the continued presence of a gas-rich disk and disk-star coupling similar to that of (typically younger) classical T Tauri stars, suggests that Jovian-mass bodies have yet to form around this star.
Summary
In this pan-chromatic study, \\'e demonstrate that the Herbig Ae star ~I\VC 480 is actively accreting. \\'ith a first detection of X-ray emission from the star, and in the FUV. a detection of excess continuum typical of Pl\·IS stars. together ·with broad emission lines. Accretion are at B1' . The available an rate near drives a bipolar jet. which while optically detected. is not seen in tht' X-ray in om short Chandra tiOll. Unexpectedly for a star \vhich is detected in the FUV, the data for l\I\YC 480 demonstrate soft X-ray photoelectric absorption at a level rv5-9x that expected based on line of sight measures of N(H 2 ), limits on N(H I), and E(B-V).
In a re-analysis of archival HST coronagraphic imagery, we detect the disk in scattered light at 1.61Lm, with low surface brightness and morphology consistent with the disk being illuminated at grazing incidence. This detection was obtained at an epoch when the near-IR excess was at minimum light, suggesting that the disk is geometrically flat. We compare the disk opening half angle for the gas) obtained from the literature with estimates for the the half angle required to plunge the outer disk into shadow at IR minimum light, and conclude that the disk is not only close to being geometrically flat, but is stratified) with a dust scale height only 37% that of the gas. When viewed at an inclination of 37.5° from pole-on, such a disk will produce negligible extinction) or molecular gas absorption, suggesting that the line-of-sight material has a foreground, interstellar origin) consistent with the N (HD) IN (H2) ratio.
\¥e next consider production of the photoelectric absorption interior to the dust sublimation radius, and evaluate a wind andlor jet origin or an accretion origin for the absorption. A wind or jet origin is excluded since photoelectric absorption should correlate with mass loss rate, and be preferentially observed in systems viewed close to pole-on: such behavior is not seen in the Herbig Ae stars with good inclination data. This leaves an accretion origin for the photoelectric absorption, and for the 0 VI emission seen in the FUV. Broad o VI emission in Herbig Ae stars is found for inclinations from pole-on through at least 65°) without the correlation of profile shape with inclination expected for a species confined to the disk mid-plane or a low latitude belt on the star) excluding equatorially-concentrated accretion for Herbig Ae stars. Detection of enhanced photoelectric absorption in the line of sight to J\lWC 480 and not toward other Herbig Ae stars further suggests that the accretion footprint is located at high temperate latitudes on the star) similar to the geometry inferred for the classical T Tauri star DG Tau A (Giidel et al. 2007) . Demonstrating that this latitude dependence is typical of intermediate-mass PMS stars will require X-ray observations of other moderate inclination Herbig Ae stars. However, the presence of non-equatorial accretion onto Herbig Ae stars indicates that, as for classical T Tauri stars. a stellar magnetic field is required to lift plasma from the disk mid-plane to high temperate latitudes on the star. \lYe \\'ish to thank the staff of the Center 'who tracked dmvn the Aspect Array Data used in acquisition of J\I\YC 480. This study is on observations made X-Ray ObserTatory which is operated Smithsonian Astrophysical Observator.v under NAS8-03060. It is based on observations made with the :\,ASA/ESA Hubble which is operated by the Association of Universi-
